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ABSTRACT

In terms of researches on violin performance, the vibrato – the rapid pitch fluctuation of
a sustained note, created by the finger’s oscillatory movement on the string, modulating
the fundamental frequency - has certainly had a relevant position. At first used in the
Baroque age as an embellishment in the forte register, to create melancholic
atmospheres, vibrato began to be mostly considered as means “to sweeten” sounds.
According to Romantic sources, in the second half of the nineteenth Century, vibrato
played a new role in performance thanks to the Franco-Belgian violin school who
created a “vibrato revolution”. The establishment of modern continuous vibrato gave the
sound character and warmth, enhancing colours and sound textures, so as to create the
personal expressivity of each performer. Today, vibrato is considered an important
interpretative tool, the result of variabilities and perfoming patterns as a distinctive
“signature” of players. This study - after a historical review of vibrato - reports an
analysis of Kreisler’s Liebesleid, a short composition published in 1905. The aim of the
study is to show how Liebesleid’s expressive efficacy makes the score suitable for
comparing performance aspects and different choices on vibrato as an expressive
device, studying its different parameters: range, speed, direction, resonance vibrato and
no vibrato. An aural analysis on vibrato has been conducted listening to selected
audio/video recordings by Kreisler, identifying several focal points depending on
significant harmonic changes and interpretative variations of the same cells in the
score. The aural analysis has been also carried out on selected Liebesleid’s recordings
by David Oistrach, Arthur Grumiaux, Zino Francescatti, Leonid Kogan, Itzhak Perlman,
Gidon Kremer, Shlomo Mintz and Ivry Gitlis, comparing the Kreisler’s vibrato to their
different types of expressive vibrato.

KEYWORDS: vibrato, vibrato parameters, violin technique, Kreisler, Liebesleid,
performance analysis, violin recordings.
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ABOUT VIBRATO
Vibrato is not one thing, but a timbral continuum, a nuance, like dynamics, and
may be used for many different purposes.
David Hurwitz 1.

Literature on violin technique generated several essays about vibrato, the periodic
wavering pulsation of the pitch of a sustained note, modulating the fundamental
frequency thanks to the fingertip movement on the fingerboard. During the centuries,
vibrato’s use underwent an important evolution, affected by changes in musical styles,
interpretative practice and audience reception. Vibrato is capable of personalizing the
violin sound, giving intensity to the dynamic range in phrasing, imitating the human
trembling voice in singing.
Knowing vibrato’s historical evolution helps us understand how vibrato played a
fundamental role in musical interpretation.
The vibrato was already documented in the Middle Ages. In the Baroque tradition,
vibrato, named tremolo, became an “ornament” to improve the sound in expressive
melancholic phrases to move the audience.
Used almost exclusively both as ornamental and as dynamic indication in the forte
register, vibrato created a certain melancholic atmosphere, but “should occur as an
incidental colouring […] on particular notes”. 2. The type of baroque strings, made of
gut, could produce a wider vibration in comparison with the modern synthetic string.
This proves that vibrato was neither relevant nor necessary for Baroque repertoire to
obtain a resonant sound because the string itself vibrated more than modern strings
without having to add the finger oscillatory movement. However, there was a
meaningful correlation between vibrato and the birth of the Italian violin making Schools
in Cremona and Brescia in the sixteenth Century. Thanks to the sound potential of the
new instruments, vibrato could imitate more the timbral richness of the human voice. 3.
Many treatises tackled vibrato issues, identifying the difference between the strong
punching shake related to majestic characters and a shorter, lower and softer shake
used for afflicted moods, contributing to make the sound agreeable.
The intent of giving clarity to intonation in single notes was just as relevant because
“vibrato clouded the transparency”. 4. It was necessary to choose a medium-narrow
vibrato ad imitationem vocis, to underline a rising sound in the forte range or in a
harmonic modulation. 5.
From the second half of the eighteenth Century, as a result of a changing fashion,
vibrato was identified with more positive feelings, for its capability to sweeten sounds.
The most brilliant and charming performances stood out thanks to the effects of vibrato,
supporting a personalized full-bodied sound, with chromatic richness, helping to
increase the tone.
From the early Romantic period, vibrato imitated the trembling of the human voice, in
passionate passages and in long notes marked fz or >. Louis Spohr divided vibrato in
the fast tremolo, for accented notes; the slow vibrato, for long notes in phrases full of
pathos; the gradually accelerating vibrato, for long notes in crescendo; the gradually
decelerating vibrato, for notes in a diminuendo. The aim was to obtain a ever present
vibrato, moving seamlessly from note to note. 6.
Pierre Baillot remarked a descreet use of vibrato. “Vibrato gives to the sound of the
instrument a similarity to a voice strongly affected by emotion”. 7.
The lyrical character of Romantic helped vibrato become a paradigm of expressive
communication. Paganini himself wrote about the attractive effects of his vibrato on the
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audience, women in particular. “E’ vero che quando sentono il mio linguaggio musicale
l’oscillazione delle mie note le fa tutte piangere […]”. 8. Karl Guhr, in his L’arte di
Suonare il Violino di Nicolò Paganini […], wrote about Paganini’s vibrato: “Si ammira
[…] il soffio celestiale della voce umana ch’ei sì ben comunica al suo Violino e per cui
penetra nel fondo dell’anima”. 9. Friedrich Wieck, referring to the moving voice of
Paganini’s violin, wrote: “Never did I heard a singer who touched me as deeply as an
Adagio by Paganini”. 10.
Several reasons led to the rise of an intensified vibrato, overcoming the limits of
Classicism towards a free musical writing, colourful and tending to pathos such as
suggested by the Sturm und Drang pre-Romantic movement. The violin became one of
the undisputed protagonists in the solo music literature. The performances were no
longer consigned to chamber music in private settings or royal courts and new concert
halls drove the performers to search for an ever-growing louder tone. 11.
The Belgian violinist Joseph Lambert Massart (1811-1892), teacher at the Paris
Conservatoire, was credited with the birth of a wider and continuous vibrato, originally
known as French vibrato, that became a part of the left-hand technique. Franz Liszt, in
a letter written to Massart in 1838, explains the impressive sensation he felt while
listening to Massart’s sound: “J’entendrai de nouveau mes accords énergiques et
vibrants, ces chants pleins de tendresse et de mélancolie que je n’ai jamais pu écouter
sans me sentir profondement ému”. 12.
Many students went to Paris to study with Massart and the violin’s centre of gravity was
transferred from the Italian School to the Franco-Belgian area (Conservatories of Paris Brussels and Liège), the leading school to promote vibrato. The Polish violinist Henryk
Wieniawski (1835-1880), a pupil of Massart, taught in St. Petersburg where some of his
former students established the famous “Russian violin school”, appreciated worldwide
for its tone quality. Regarding vibrato, there was a real domino effect, from the Parisian
school, on violinists throughout Europe and the USA: in Spain, Pablo de Sarasate
(1844-1908) student of Jean Alard in Paris; in Vienna, Fritz Kreisler (1875-1962)
student of Massart; in Poland, Izidor Lotto, student of Massart and professor at the
Warsaw Conservatory; Ivan Galamian (1903-1981), student of Lucien Capet and
teacher of many successful violinists in the second half of twentieth Century
(Zuckerman, Perlman); the Belgian Eugène Ysaÿe (1858-1931), Wieniawski’s pupil in
Brussels, with a broader vibrato, giving life to passing notes. 13. A student of Ysaÿe,
Louis Persinger, became professor of Yehudij Menuhuin and Isaac Stern. The sense of
belonging to a common ”French” origin, based on the quality of vibrato, was expressed
by the Polish violinist Joseph Gingold, who emigrated to the USA in 1920. “Like every
violinist in the world, my roots trace back to the Paris Conservatoire”. 14.
In 1904 the Hungarian Joseph Joachim (1831-1907) gave vibrato advice to his student
Franz von Vecsey, dedicatee of Sibelius violin concerto, encouraging him to use a “slow
wobbling of the fingers in Cantabile passages”. 15.
Some authors had opposite opinions on vibrato’s use and overuse, causing a real
vibrato debate which showed that there was not a right or wrong approach to vibrato
issues. Leopold Auer (1845-1930), a student of Joachim, “denigrated vibrato, accusing
Massart’s school of denaturalising the perfect pitch of the sound and of adding
oversentimental unnecessary accents”, stating that vibrato was an “ostrich-like
endeavour to conceal bad tone production and intonation from oneself and from others”.
16. But his student Jascha Heifetz was leaning towards the Parisian school, in particular
to Gingold, a student of Ysaÿe.
The variation in tastes and in audience’s reception was explained in the definition of
modern continuous vibrato. The invention of the gramophone in 1877 was just as
relevant for the change in taste. Modern sound-reproducing technology had an impact
on the auditory perception, heading to a form of “globalization”.
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Numerous violinists, from the first two decades of the twentieth Century, among them
Ysaÿe - who in 1912 was the first to record music using modern continuous vibrato Kreisler, Enescu, Heifetz and Francescatti exploited the new device, capable of entering
straight into people’s homes.
In the early twentieth Century, the birth of the continuous vibrato in orchestral playing,
called “Kaffee Vibrato” for its generous use by Viennese orchestras in playing
entertainment music, was linked to solving intonation problems. Fritz Kreisler was
greatly influenced by the gypsy orchestras very much in fashion during those years. 17.
His interpretative choices regarding vibrato were fundamental in establishing the use of
modern continuous vibrato in the performance of late Romantic compositions and, in a
retrospective way, of earlier repertoire, regardless of philological concerns.
Carl Seashore, the pioneer in music psychology, published experiments on vibrato from
the 1920s through the 1930s. He identified four basic characteristics of sound:
frequency, intensity, duration, wave form. He defined a good vibrato as “a pulsation of
pitch, usually accompanied with synchronous pulsations of loudness and timbre, of
such extent and rate as to give a pleasing flexibility, tenderness and richness to the
tone”. For Seashore vibrato is a series of waves capable of making beauty, that
consists in “deviation from a fixed base such as true pitch, rigid time, uniformity of
loudness, or a pure tone”. 18.
Vibrato could differ on the physical conformation of different performers. Several reports
investigate not only the physical aspects and acoustical characteristics of different
vibratos (“the sinusoidal or trapezoidal form, its perceived central pitch fluctuation and
its mean rate and extent in performances, between 0.2-0.35 semitones for string
players”), but they also evaluate how vibrato is influenced, or not, by the muscular
apparatus of the examined subjects. 19. Vibrato implicates the isometric contractions of
left hand muscles, flexors alternating with extensors; the frequency of oscillation varies,
depending on different musicians and, for each musician, on his interpretative choices.
20. The horizontal movement involves multiple synergic elements, such as the “bending
of the lowest knuckle of the finger in a rolling motion”, the flicking of the wrist, the
wavering of the forearm. 21. Albert Fracht in 1979, explained that “during vibrato the
fingers’ pressure may vary as the hand swings from side to side. These changes in
weight pressure are the basic sources of the colour depths projected by the violinist
[…]. The following gymnastic trains the fingers to settle firmly and securely “on the
dead-center of the note”. 22.
Further considerations could be applied to the intentional “no vibrato”, as an extra
expressive tool, to seek particular effects for fixed and insisting sounds in contemporary
music.
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RESEARCH QUESTION
FRITZ KREISLER VIBRATO AND LIEBESLEID
Fritz Kreisler (1875-1972) embodied Vienna’s transition towards the contemporary era.
He had a warm, expressive sound, elegant phrasing, sensuous tone and focused his
attention on a natural vibrato. His recordings, in which his nonstop vibrating emerged as
the most innovative attitude, impressed the audience. 23.
Kreisler’s violin work reflects his Viennese background, emphasied in the striking use of
“portamento”, a “sliding of the pitch from one note to another to create a sort of
glissando” and in the elastic “tempo rubato”. 24.
He wrote three short pieces for violin and piano, titled Alt-Wiener Tanzweisen,
published in 1905 and performed from 1910: Liebesfreud, Liebesleid and Schön
Rosmarin.
Liebesleid was intended as “a concert version of the Ländler”, expressing the ancient
Austrian folk dances. 25.
Because of Kreisler’s fundamental role in promoting modern continuous vibrato as
interpretative device, I have analysed recordings of his Liebesleid, previously studied
with score analysis, comparing my observations on his vibrato with different vibratos
listened in recordings of the same composition by selected violinists. The aim of this
study is to show that, through the listening of the same composition performed also by
other violinists, the violinist’s performance becomes instantly recognisable thanks to
vibrato, used as expressive device, like a signature of each musician.

METHOD AND MATERIALS
This single-subject case study includes:
1. The SCORE ANALYSIS
2. The AURAL ANALYSIS, comprising personal observations of listening to
the recordings
LIEBESLEID SCORE ANALYSIS
Liebesleid’s score: [SCHOTT Musik International, Mainz, Germany - Fritz Kreisler
(eds),1910, renewed in 1938]
Liebesleid is in ¾, A minor, Tempo di “Ländler”, divided in four sections, A B A B, with
binary regular negative periods of 16 bars each. The violin melodic line is simple, with
pointed emphasis on the dotted quarter note. Appoggiaturas, passing notes, auxiliary
notes and échappèe simulate the poised turns and twists of the waltz.
The piano accompaniment maintains a light-footed pulse, with most of the time quarter
notes or quarter note and two eighth notes with pause, reminding the steps of waltz.
Every period is formed by two phrases, four semiphrases and eight riffs. Every riff is
two bars long and every period begins as anacrusic. The repetitiveness of episodes
with only slightly different harmonic and melodic materials create contrasting feelings to
produce different emotional states, from sweetness, melancholy to resignation,
nostalgia and disillusionment.
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Section A lasts from bar 1 to 64 and starts in A minor, p con sentimento.
Each of the four periods (A1 - A2 - A3 - A4), in which the section is divided, presents the
alternation of a semiphrase in A minor followed by a semiphrase in C major and a return
to A minor through the use of the Neapolitan 6th chord and a long note of the violin on
the IV (subdominant) or I6 (tonic in first inversion) chord. The long note has an accent or
a diminuendo or a diminuendo e poco ritardando. In this passage, both the Neapolitan
6th chord and the long note convey a peripatetic feeling. The violinist should search for
a different mood, different colours through changing vibrato, bow conduction or contact
point on the string. The final phrase of the period is grazioso, a change to a graceful
dancing feeling.
Section B lasts from upbeat of bar 65 to 96, all in A major, changing into a slower time
poco meno mosso.
This section is divided in two periods (B1 – B2) and characterized by a brighter
atmosphere, thanks to the tonality change and harmonic simplicity. There is an
interesting harmonic point in bar 74 (and its equivalent at bar 90): a III6 (mediant in first
inversion) chord, with its G♯ anticipated in the previous bar, and diminished seventh on
the VII7 (subtonic) of the II6 (supertonic in first inversion, that is the first quarter of the
next bar).
Section A', Tempo I, divided in two periods, (A'1 - A'2), lasts from upbeat of bar 97 to
128. It is a repetition of the first melodic element and the last one of A.
Violin has the same melodic material, piano accompaniment instead does not change in
the harmonic structure, but some chords add extensions in the notes such as ninths, or
chromatic passages with diminished sevenths (for example, the last quarter of bar 108
on the subtonic) and the presence of many expressive anticipations, retards or
appoggiaturas. The difference in the piano harmonic texture underlines a different
interpretation of the same material.
Section B', divided in two periods (B'1 - B'2) lasts from the upbeat of bar 129 to the
end of the piece, bar 167, all in A major, changing into a slower time poco meno
mosso, like section B.
B' presents the same melodic material, with just a few different notes (auxiliary notes,
passing notes and échappée). The left hand in the piano score has quarter notes with a
long dominant pedal that is resolved only five bars before the end. The last period has
an extension of nine bars, a little coda perdendosi, repeating the same cell of long,
dotted notes. A final violin trill resolves in the last note, an eighth note flajolet.
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Appendix 1. Liebesleid Score
Section A: bars 1-32
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Appendix 1. Liebesleid Score
Section A: bars 33-64
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Appendix 1. Liebesleid Score
Section B: bar 65-96
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Appendix 1. Liebesleid Score
Section A': bars 97-128 / B':129-132
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Appendix 1. Liebesleid Score
Section B': bars 133-167
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AURAL ANALYSIS
An aural analysis, between different types of expressive vibrato, has been
conducted on audio or audio-video recordings of renowned violinists.
Three recordings of Fritz Kreisler himself, from 1910 to 1942, reflect Kreisler’s everchanging expressive approach. The other Liebesleid recordings by other violinists are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. List of violinists and their recordings
Violinists

Recording

FRITZ KREISLER

AUDIO – CD Complete Recordings, Vol. 1 (1904,
1910). duo w/ George Falkenstein 1910.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IHokniKP-wI
AUDIO - Berlino, Beethoven Saal, 14th February 1930
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jniNETA36Us
AUDIO - Philadelphia, Academy of Music, 15th
January 1942 (orchestra)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jniNETA36Us
VIDEO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x78axkl1q38
AUDIO Historic Recordings, Philips 1953-1962.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yw2LctFBcGY
AUDIO (Released in 1958), piano Artur Balsam
Columbia Masterworks, Vinyl 33 ½ R.P.M.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1He2SKe7Wo

DAVID OISTRAKH
ARTHUR GRUMIAUX
ZINO FRANCESCATTI

LEONID KOGAN
GIDON KREMER

ITZHAK PERLMAN

SHLOMO MINTZ
IVRY GITLIS

AUDIO USSR Simphony Orchestra, conductor Arnold
Kats, 1974.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iGZy9YMbj_o
CD Romantic Echoes. Strauss. Dvorak. Kreisler - duo
w/ Oleg Maisenberg, 1999 Deutsche Grammophonn
GmbH, Berlin.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5SIwt4GJjk
AUDIO The Berlin Recital - duo w/ Martha Argerich,
2009 Warner Classic.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aaMoFqrWzC0
AUDIO CD Greatest Hits volume II 1976 Warner
Classics - Digital Remastering 1995 Warner Classics duo w/ Samuel Sanders
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ofQfRMpm7Ks
VIDEO Wiener Philarmoniker, conductor Zubin Mehta,
1993.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QQOc2NGe-0
AUDIO CD Ivry Gitlis Portrait DECCA 2014 - duo w/
Shigeo Neriki, EMI Music Japan 1985.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRre2HG2jLk
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Liebesleid’s score has been divided into main sections and specific focal points, as
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Main sections and focal points of the score
I.

Bar Numbers
1 - 16
(A1)

VII. 97 - 112

(A'1)

Focal Points – Bar Numbers
9,10
11,12 Neapolitan VI
25,26
27,28 Neapolitan VI
38,39,40 Neapolitan VI
53,54,55,56 Neapolitan VI
73-74-75 III6 - VII7
83 variation (accent)
89,90,91 III6 - VII7
107,108 Neapolitan VI –

II.

17- 32

(A2)

III.
IV.
V.
VI.

33 - 48
49 - 64
65 - 80
81 - 96

(A3)
(A4)
(B1)
(B2)

VIII. 113 - 128
IX. 129 – 144
X. 145 – 167

(A'2)
(B'1)
(B'2)

117,118,119,120 Neapolitan VI
137,138,139 variation
159-167 coda

diminished 7th

These sequences have been chosen in response to the harmonic analysis of the
score (see pages 5-6 ) that identified highly significant bars and focal points where the
harmonic and melodic texture, or a repetition of the same phrase in another expressive
intention, led the performers to a change in vibrato to underline new kinds of sound
and colours.
The sequences were chosen as representative episodes of interpretative variability
between performers and expressive climaxes.
Vibrato, at the selected points, presented considerable differences from one player to
another, according to their choices. As stressed by Itzhak Perlman, “vibrato is like a
fingerprint of a string player. It is where you find the players individuality and where
you see the variety in different players”. 26.
CRITERIA
The different vibrato parameters have been analysed separately for each individual
performance, listening various times (at least three) to the same sections and
reiterating the act of listening in different moments to consolidate, or not, the
initial perception.
The first criterion for selection of Liebesleid recordings has been the choice of best
recording quality found online (Youtube) among several options.
The observed parameters of vibrato include:
Range: the extent of pitch variation, from Narrow (smallest possible extent of the finger
from the fixed note) to Wide (ever-increasing extent of the finger from the fixed note).
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Speed: the rate of pitch variation, from Slow (the lowest possible number of oscillations
in a time frame) to Fast (the greatest number of oscillations in a time frame).
The maximum possible speed reached by a wrist vibrato is slower than arm vibrato, that
involves a free rapid contraction and relaxation of muscles.
These characteristics can be mixed in four combinations:
1- narrow range and fast speed
2- narrow range and slow speed
3- wide range and fast speed
4- wide range and slow speed.
Some violinists choose to accelerate vibrato (faster) to underline harmonic transitions;
there are two different ways to apply vibrato on a note, using either immediate vibrato,
when vibrato starts from the beginning of the note, maintaining constant range and
speed, or delayed vibrato, when vibrato’s speed increases within the note’s length,
starting slowly and arriving at its fastest point, like a speed crescendo.
Direction: the fingers’ movement along the fingerboard from nota reale (the
fundamental pitch) towards the sharp side of pitch and/or the flat side of pitch. For the
majority of violin schools, the fundamental pitch lies on the central point of vibrato’s
extension, and the involved finger oscillates above and below the note. 27.
The listener perceives the arithmetic average between the sharp side and flat side.
Some authors (Ivan Galamian and Ruggero Ricci) considered the fluctuation from nota
reale to the note below. Others preferred the fluctuation from nota reale to the note
above and never below (Pierre Marie Baillot, Max Rostal).
The direction of vibrato is evaluated in video recordings.
Resonance: a relaxed vibrato, almost unnoticeable, to give resonance to the fixed note.
No vibrato: absence of vibrato.

Table 3. Evaluation parameters of different kinds of vibrato and their
characteristics
VIBRATO Parameters
Range
Speed
Direction
Resonance Vibrato
No vibrato

Characteristics
Wide
Narrow
Slow
Fast
Towards Sharp side of pitch (ABOVE)
Towards Flat side of pitch (BELOW)
almost unnoticeable
/
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AURAL ANALYSIS RESULTS
I- FRITZ KREISLER’S RECORDINGS
The different recordings by Kreisler showed a significant intra-performer variability in
itinere, suggesting considerable personal development.
1- AUDIO – Fritz Kreisler, CD Complete Recordings, Vol. 1 (1904, 1910), in duo with
pianist George Falkenstein, 1910.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IHokniKP-wI
Metronome
. = 54 / poco meno mosso

. = 50

This Kreisler recording, dating back to 1910, shows his continuous vibrato identified by
Carl Flesh. “Kreisler defends the principle of lending soulfulness even to the passagework that seems apparently dryest, by means of a slight vibrato which fuses with the
actual tone to make an indivisible unit. On this basis he has formed for himself a style of
performance which represents the contemporaneous ideal of beauty”. 28.
In the whole recording the differences in vibrato are many and very subtle. He shows
how to obtain different characters through small vibrato variations: vibrato follows the
cells’ variations, never accentuated or too emphasized, representing the young
approach to a serene sound. The atmosphere is never overdramatic, despite the title
meaning sorrow.
In A, first period, (A1) he uses a narrow and medium fast vibrato not modified, not even
in the focal point I (bar 9-10 – 0.11-0.13 min.); he darkens the sound with the bow. In
the second period (A2) Kreisler chooses a wider vibrato, more legato and resounding; in
bars 25-26 of focal point (0.29-0.32 min.), he plays a portamento that leads to a
diminuendo, slowing down the vibrato, difficult to perceive because of the portamento.
In the third period (A3) he widens the quick vibrato (0.38-0.42 min.) and in the focal
point (bar 38, 39, 40) he narrows vibrato back for the grazioso. In the fourth period (A4)
there’s no significant change, he varies only through dynamics.
In B, the first note of bar 65 (and 69) is very interesting: there’s a portamento, to reach
the note, vibrato is calmer (slower and relaxed) and he holds the note perhaps a little bit
longer than its value (1.18 min.); in (B1) vibrato becomes average fast without changes.
Kreisler plays two portamentos in bar 76 on F♯ (1.32 min.) and bar 78 on E (1.35 min.)
slowing down the tempo. In (B2), in the focal point bar 83 the accent on the last quarter
note is emphasised with a faster vibrato (1.41 min.); in the second focal point at bars
89-90-91, (1.47-1.50 min.) vibrato is slower and wider. Vibrato remains slow and wide
till the end of the phrase, further slowed down in the poco ritardando.
In A' Tempo Primo is a bit faster than the beginning, vibrato is fast until the focal point
(A'1) where Kreisler suddenly changes through a new larger and slower vibrato (2.09-211 min.), finishing the phrase with a minimum vibrato as an extra expressive device.
(A'2) begins with a passionate faster vibrato that slows down in the focal point 117-118
(2.21-2.23 min.); in the last two bars of the focal point (119-120) on the long note
instead of playing the written diminuendo Kreisler plays a crescendo within the note,
speeding up vibrato, without the poco ritardando. The period finishes with a calm and
more relaxed vibrato.
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In B' there are differences between the score and the performance; in addition, he
changes some notes (bar 131 and bar 135 he skips the pause; bar 138 plays an A♯
instead of A♮; in bar 140 he plays an A instead of F♯; in bar 142 he plays the notes A
and B instead of E and C♯). For the beginning of final section (B'1) vibrato is more
seductive, slower and wider, while for (B'2) vibrato is again narrower. In the coda vibrato
becomes a more resonant vibrato, thin and less perceived, as if the expressive feeling
disappears.
2- AUDIO – Fritz Kreisler, Berlino, Beethoven Saal, 14th February 1930 (vl and piano)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jniNETA36Us
. = 52 / poco meno mosso

. = 48-50

The metronome indications are more approximate than the first recording, because
Kreisler modifies his interpretation “playing with the tempo” (slower than the first
version) and introduces rallentandos. Portamento is systematically introduced and
vibrato changes are emphasised. The principal difference between Kreisler’s approach
towards other protagonists in the twentieth Century panorama, is Kreisler’s everchanging research on the same material completely transformed throughout the years;
Heifetz, instead, “strove for one musical idea that he achieved and chiseled to
perfection”. 46.
Kreisler’s Liebesleid becomes an intimate and sorrowful composition, more
contemplative, expressing a wide range of technical tools, searching for the perfect
vibrato frequency that inspires sadness in the listener: overall vibrato is slower
compared with the 1910 recording.
In A, the first two bars (A1) are slighly slower and he plays “in tempo” from the third bar,
slowing down at the end of the phrase. There are three expressive portamentos (bar 5,
9, end of bar 12), no vibrato changes, with a medium constant speed. In (A2) there are
no variations but, in bar 22, the second note D (0.28 min.) is softer in dynamic and
vibrato starts slower, while in focal point (bar 28) note D starts faster and slows down. In
(A3) vibrato is wider and quicker compared with (A2), very expressive and very legato.
Kreisler doesn’t change in focal point but from bar 41, grazioso, tempo is suddenly
slower until the end of the phrase. In the first part of (A4), vibrato is slower than the
beginning of (A3); in focal point (bar 55, 56) he plays a crescendo and diminuendo
within the note E, (1.07-1.10 min.) supporting the dynamic by speeding up and slowing
down vibrato. From the following bars, the phrase ends with tempo molto rubato,
rallentando.
In B, the first note E of (B1) (upbeat of bar 65) is very long (1.21-1.22 min.) with fermata
as written in the score. This period displays five relevant portamentos (bar 65, 69,
73,76,78), played slower, conveying a prolonged desire. In bars 78 and 79, for the last
portamento he plays a tempo molto rubato with slow, warm vibrato, waiting before the
note and accelerating afterwards. In (B2) (bar 83), as in the 1910 version, Kreisler
stresses the accent with sudden fast speed and for the second focal point (bar 89, 90,
91) he progressively slow vibrato down in three long notes, B (bar 91 smaller vibrato), B
(bar 93), slower and A (bar 95) much slower. This decrescendo in vibrato speed assists
the dynamic hairpin (1.56-2.01 min.).
In A' (the opening cell A'1), Tempo I is brilliant and faster, full of light, with narrower
vibrato, portamentos are faster and the listener perceives them less; however the
phrase ends with a rallentando and vibrato gradually tails off. In (A'2) time and vibrato
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are slower; from focal point (117 - 118 - 119 - 120) the long phrase is slowed down in
tempo with wider and slower vibrato, to finish the phrase fading off.
In B' flow, changes of notes and values and dynamic changes are the same as
Kreisler’s first version, but in (B'1) vibrato is slower than 1910, portamentos are more
evident and the diminuendo in bar 143, although absent in the score, is more
highlighted (3.04-3.05 min.); (B'2) begins with a hopeful bright atmosphere, vibrato
remains quite costant. There’s a charming little rubato between bar 150 and first quarter
note of bar 151, notes G♯ and C♯ almost not vibrated, and a brief rallentando and small
crescendo anticipate the coda, where vibrato is small, narrow and slow in a ritardando,
ending with a trill and a sparkling flajolet.
3- AUDIO - Fritz Kreisler, Philadelphia, Academy of Music, 15th January 1942
(orchestra)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jniNETA36Us from 3.40 sec.
. = 46 / poco meno mosso

. = 44

This is Kreisler’s Liebesleid transcribed for violin and orchestra, recorded 12 years after
the second recording. A brief opening violin cadenza-fantasia (3.41-3.54 sec.)
introduces some virtuoso “humoresquelike” devices, quick little scales and arpeggios,
mordents, grace notes, up-bow staccato, ending with a steady quick and wide vibrato
on a long note. The chosen tempo is slower than the previous performances: Kreisler is
a renowned violinist, almost 70 years old, who has thought over his interpretative
choices, widening his horizons on resonance vibrato and fading off vibrato.
The orchestral texture allows less rhythmical freedom than the piano accompaniment
but the atmosphere is very nostalgic; being abroad, he recalls past Viennese times and
Cafe’-orchestras playing slow Waltzes.
In A, (A1), Kreisler alternates notes with a constant vibrato, medium fast and medium
wide, held until the end of the note with a superb performing ability (4.10-4.11 min. focal
point bars 11-12), and emphasised accented notes, using hairpins within the same
note; the listener perceives a slightly faster speed vibrato in the middle of the note (ex.
Bar 2, second quarter note, E). As 1930 version, the first two bars are slower and he
uses portamentos in the same points. Kreisler uses no vibrato as an expressive tool on
the last note (4.14-4.16 min.) (A2). Time is linear with no rubato, no vibrato changes,
but it’s slower than the first period. All the phrases are more legato. On the last note,
almost no vibrato and a sudden pianissimo, not indicated in the score (4.34-4.35 min).
In (A3), the eighth notes upbeats of bar 33 and of bar 37 are very expressive but
separated, to contrast the legato of their next bars, where vibrato is medium fast, wide,
full-bodied on the crescendo (G bar 35, F bar 38); an intense diminuendo in focal point
(bar 39-40) reaches the grazioso with a small resonance vibrato. The (A4) period
presents a minimalist fragile, empathic sound, with a tiny resonance vibrato sustained
by a rallentando toward a pianissimo.
In B, (B1) all the period is precisely metered, vibrato is narrower and faster, ending the
phrase after a sweet portamento. In (B2) Kreisler starts with medium fast vibrato, slowed
down and widened from focal point (bar 89-90-91) until the end in a ritardando and
significant diminuendo.
In A' (A'1) the theme reprises a nostalgic dance, without the accents and vibrato is
medium slow and wide. In focal point (bar 107-108) he further slows vibrato down,
playing a little ritardando on bar 107 and diminuendo on bar 108, (6.22-6.25 min.) to
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end the phrase pianissimo with a resonance vibrato. (A'2) starts with an energic sound
and a faster bright vibrato that is slowed down (6.38-6.41 min.) from focal point (bar
117-118-119-120), to appease the sound, ending with a consistent diminuendo and
rallentando.
In B', (B'1), he skips the portamento before the downbeat of bar 129, playing the phrase
with a medium slow-wide vibrato; in bar 143, on notes A and C♯, he changes the rhythm
almost playing a triplet instead of the dotted long note and sixteenth note. C♯ in this way
is longer than the written note and more slowly vibrated. In (B'2) Kreisler brings the idea
of sadness to extreme consequences without the previous recordings’ more optimistic
visions. The whispered sound and vibrato follow the composition’s end with notes trying
to switch on a last glimpse of vibrato and hopeless notes without any vibrato.
II- RECORDINGS OF OTHER PERFORMERS
David Fëdorovič Oistrakh (Odessa 1908 - Amsterdam 1974), one of the major
exponents of the Soviet Union school. 28.
4- VIDEO - David Oistrakh, Liebesleid (no informations)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x78axkl1q38
The published video is distorted of a semitone up in pitch because the video recording
was captured on film at 18 frames per second (fps), while the current digital format
employs 24, 25 or 30 fps. During the converting process of the video from the old
recording film, probably recorded between 1937 and 1940, to a new version to be
published on digital platforms such as Youtube (the recording was likely converted for
home videos or DVD), the new video contains more notes, in the same time interval,
than in the original recording. The final effect is the perception of a quicker performance
and a higher pitch. Each note that lasted one second in the original track, being
recorded at 18 fps, contains all the 18 frames plus 6 to 12 more frames of the note
originally belonging to the next second track. Vibrato motion seems to be faster than the
vibrato performed.
Oistrakh used an expressive slow vibrato that the distortion does not illustrate;
observing the video, vibrato is generally very constant, slowing down during
diminuendos.

Arthur Grumiaux, (Vilers-Perwin 1921 – Bruxelles 1986), exponent of the FrenchBelgian School. 29.
5- AUDIO - Arthur Grumiaux, Liebesleid, Historic Recordings 1953-1962, Philips.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yw2LctFBcGY
. = 54/ poco meno mosso

. = 52

The main characteristic in Grumiaux playing is to obtain a heartfelt bright sound with a
fluent phrasing thanks to a careful use of the bow and the contact point on the strings.
He changes timbres probably choosing fingerings on different strings for the same
repetitions (ex. notes D, bar 5-6, probably the first in the second string, the second after
a small glissando on the third string, 0.07-0.08 min.)
His colour changes hardly include significant variations in vibrato that are generally very
regular, consistent, medium wide and in a medium/fast speed.
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In A, in (A3), bar 35 at the end of the note G, he slows down vibrato; in focal point 39-40
(0.47-0-49 min.) on the note E, he plays a crescendo instead of the written diminuendo
following it with a wider vibrato in the maximum point. There are some notes with no
vibrato: in bar 46 (the last quarter note B) and in (A4) bar 49 the first quarter note,
downbeat of bar 61 and last quarter note of bar 62. In focal point 55 and 56 he plays in
the same way as focal point (A3), crescendo and wider vibrato.
In B, he mantains the dancelike atmosphere thanks to dynamic hairpins within the
phrases; vibrato almost remains the same. At focal point bar 83, the accent on the note
D is underlined only by an attach of the bow (1.41 min.), while Kreisler, in the same
point, always fastened the vibrato. Grumiaux slows down vibrato only at the end of (B2),
bars 91, 93, 95.
In A' the reprise has a wide vibrato but slower than the beginning (A'1), for example bar
104, on the note E (2.07 min.); (A'2) in focal point 119-120, on the note E he plays as in
focal point (A3) with a crescendo and wider vibrato (2.24-2.27 min.).
In B' (B'1) he starts the first two bars in a slower tempo, playing a crescendo, finishing in
a medium fast vibrato; in (B'2) vibrato is fast and medium wide, but in a note before the
coda he increases the vibrato range with a sudden surge about halfway through the
note (ex. note B bar 155, 3.09-3.10 min.) and in note B bar 157 he plays a crescendo
widening the vibrato (3.11-3.12 min.). The final flajolet is longer than written (it should
be an eighth note), played for the whole bar.
(René Charles) Zino Francescatti (Marseilles 1902 - La Ciotat, Bouches-du-Rhone
1991), French-Italian origin. 30.
6- AUDIO - Zino Francescatti, Liebesleid, (Released in 1958), Columbia Masterworks,
Vinyl 33 ½ R.P.M., in duo with pianist Artur Balsam.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1He2SKe7Wo
Francescatti’s Liebesleid performance is characterized by a faster tempo with a
completely different atmosphere, very distant from Kreisler’s instances. Francescatti
uses a very fast and resonant vibrato; in several notes, after the beginning of the note,
he emphasizes vibrato effect with a sudden, further increase in speed until the end of
the note (for example listen to the note E at 0.11 sec. and C♯ at min. 2.42). This habit is
maintained for the whole composition. This type of vibrato could not be considered very
representative of Kreisler’s vibrato.
. = 64/ poco meno mosso

. = 64

In A, in the fourth period (A4), the focal point bar 55-56 (0.57-1.00 min), the vibrato
becomes slower and narrower supporting a rallentando, resuming the brilliant vibrato
until the end of the period where he slows vibrato down on the last note.
In B, played at the same tempo as the beginning, and not poco meno mosso as written,
he respects the fermata at the end of bar 64 than in (B1) (1.07-1.10 min.) he plays a
tempo rubato slowing down the tempo and the vibrato from bar 76 to bar 78 and
returning to the main tempo on bar 79 (1.21-1.24 min.); in (B2), the usual vibrato is
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slowed down at the end of the period from note B of bar 91 to the end of the period
(1.35-1.40 min.) in which vibrato is very calm compared to its standard.
In A', (A'2) he repeats the same interpretative configuration of the first section, but in
focal point bars 119-120, vibrato on the long note E not only is slower but also wider
(2.05-2.07 min.).
In B' the first note of (B'1), fermata of bar 128, is held at great length with a wider vibrato
(2.16-2.17 min.). In (B'2) from bar 157 to the end on every long note (bar 157 - 159 161) vibrato is finally calmer and a bit wider, in a soothing atmosphere. The two
sixteenth notes of bar 166 before the final flajolet are almost out of tempo.

Leonid Borisovič Kogan (Dnepropetrovsk 1924 - Moscow 1982), professor at Moscow
Conservatory, known for his stunning technique, tonal focus, quicker vibrato and
accuracy towards the score. 31.
7- AUDIO - Leonid Kogan, Liebesleid, USSR Simphony Orchestra, conductor Arnold
Kats, recorded in 1974.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iGZy9YMbj_o
Kogan’s vibrato is very insightful and penetrating and enhances the full tone. He
generally uses a very espressive, wide and medium-slow vibrato and he changes
vibrato especially in poco meno mosso, differentiating score’s colours most of all with
dynamics and contact point of the bow closer to the fingerboard. Between the different
periods he shifts the tempo so that the repetitions are faster than the original thematic
cells. The orchestral transcription is very different from the original score.
. = 48-50 / poco meno mosso

. = 48

In A, the theme in (A1), very expressive and legato, is slower than its repetition in (A2)
without significative vibrato variations. Kogan slows down and widens vibrato on focal
point bar 28, note D before the portamento (0.37-0.38 min.). The last note is with a
slower and slightly wider vibrato. In (A3) he starts to play with a faster, brilliant vibrato for
the first semiphrase; vibrato slows down already from the start of the second
semiphrase, bar 37. On focal point bars 39-40, note E, Kogan starts with a dirty sound,
probably due to too much pressure and not enough bow speed, and then he slows
down vibrato on the end of the note. In a (A4) he uses a faster and narrower vibrato
slowing down it with a diminuendo on focal point bar 55-56, note E (1.10-1.12 min.).
In B, (B1) vibrato is calm, wide and relaxed to create a sweet melancholic atmosphere.
The note B in bar 75 is played with a very small vibrato (1.39-1.40 min.) and on bar 77,
the same repeated note, vibrato is faster after a small crescendo on the bar before
(1.42-1.43 min.). In (B2) the same expressive device is used in bars 91 and 93 (notes
B).
In A', (A'1), a faster, full bodied vibrato than the beginning supports a singing legato,
very passionate and melodic. In (A'2) vibrato slows down, fading away, in focal point
bars 119-120, (2.35-2.38 min.) on note E, finishing with a poco ritardando and a great
diminuendo. The period ends with just a glimpse of vibrato to express the grazioso.
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In B' (B'1), after a prolonged fermata, the sound is very soothing and pianissimo with a
very slow and small vibrato, almost a resonance vibrato. In (B'2), on note C♯, from bar
151, last quarter note to bar 152 (3.29-3.20 min.) vibrato is emphasised. In the following
bars he plays in a diminuendo fading vibrato on the long notes and, in the coda, Kogan
resumes a more present vibrato to underline the accents on long notes.
Gidon Kremer (Riga, Latvia, 1947), third prize winner in 1967 at the Queen Elizabeth
Competition in Bruxelles, first prize at Paganini Competition in 1969 and first prize at
Tchaikovsky Competition in 1970. 32.
8- AUDIO – Gidon Kremer, Liebesleid, CD Romantic Echoes. Strauss. Dvorak.
Kreisler. In duo with pianist Oleg Maisenberg, 1999 Deutsche Grammophonn GmbH,
Berlin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5SIwt4GJjk
. = 47-50 / poco meno mosso

. = 48-52

It is very hard to deliberate a correct indication on metronomic tempo because the
interpretative choice is very flexible. Kremer continuously changes the vibrato
parameters along with the dynamics, heavier rubatos in crucial moments, articulations,
phrasings and bow conduction to create as varied texture as possible in an intimate
state of mind.
The main feeling in the beginning of the first part A (A1, A2) (00-0.40 min.) is in a
sottovoce mood with a very relaxed medium wide and slow vibrato; in focal point bars 9
and 10 vibrato becomes faster to return to the same atmosphere as the beginning at the
end of the phrase. In (A3) vibrato is very resonant and very wide; in focal point bars 3940 on note E, Kremer slows down vibrato for the written diminuendo (0.49-0.51 min),
ending the phrase on the grazioso with a small resonance vibrato, almost no vibrato. In
(A4) vibrato is faster and narrower but in focal point bars 55-56 on note E it slows down
(1.07-1.10 min.) to end in a pianissimo resonance vibrato.
In B, from 1.20 (B1), in a brief section, Kremer is capable of vibrato variations in every
note he plays. For example, there’s a significant difference between the beginning (on
small notes E bar 65 and bar 66 with a resonance vibrato) and the following bars on the
long notes in which vibrato becomes wider and wider (focal point bar 75 note B (1.35
min.) and bar 77 note B (1.36 min.). The whole following section (B2) presents the same
flow and vibrato is particularly emphasized on note B bar 91and note B bar 93; on note
A bar 95 vibrato returns more relaxed and less present to decrease its range closing the
poco meno mosso.
This mood anticipates the reprise of Tempo I, A', in (A'1) that conveys the feeling in a
more nostalgic atmosphere than the beginning, using an initial resonance vibrato that
increases its range and its speed as the period goes by, (note F bar 100) using also a
small hairpin vibrato within the same notes (ex. focal point note 108). In (A'2) vibrato is
fast and passionate but in focal point bars 119-120 Kremer slows down vibrato on note
E playing a diminuendo and, instead of poco ritardando, he almost stops the tempo
supported by a resonance vibrato in a sottovoce parlato that goes on in the beginning of
the final melancholic section.
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In B' (B'1) which vibrato is ever-increasing towards the end of the period. In (B'2)
Kremer emphasizes the quarter note pauses in bar 147 and 151 in a swinging mood. A
faster vibrato is resumed from bar 155 on note B (3.17 min). in the coda vibrato fades
away to create a sweet farewell that ends with a trill in a rallentando and diminuendo.
9- AUDIO – Gidon Kremer, Liebesleid, The Berlin Recital in duo with pianist Martha
Argerich, 2009 Warner Classic.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aaMoFqrWzC0
. = 46 / 48 poco meno mosso

. = 44-46

This recording shows a great flexibility in the tempo, playing heavy rubatos probably
depending on the expressivity and fantasy of the live concert. Kremer tries to
characterize different moods with contrasting colours that express the turnover of
several reactions to love sorrow.
In A, while in (A1) vibrato is very timid and faint, becoming more rounded in the last note
A (0.22-0.23 min.), that in any case starts with no vibrato, vibrating only in the second
part of the note, in (A2) bars 17-18 vibrato is broadened but not yet developed in its
possible extension, giving the acoustic impression of something that would like to open
up but it’s still unripe and right afterwards it closes. It’s very clear the difference between
the first sections and (A3), focal point bars 39-40 on note E (0.55-0.58 min.) vibrato is
slowed down and widened, and most of (A4), where vibrato starts in an energic way
sustained by a nervous sound that relaxes from bars 51 last note G to focal point bars
55-56 with an expressive slower and sweet vibrato in a resolute rallentando, anticipating
the poco meno mosso.
In B, (B1) begins in slowmotion and it seems to set the pace as it goes along, ex. vibrato
on note C♯ bar 71 (1.43-1.44 min); on note B bar 75 (1.48-1.49 min.); on note B bar
77(1.51 min).
In (B2) vibrato is fully present only in focal point bars 89-90-91 (2.07-2.11 min) until the
end of the phrase where vibrato is wider.
In A', The reprise of the theme (A'1) is in a very slow tempo in a sottovoce mood with
resonance vibrato for the first semiphrase, increasing vibrato’s speed (and range) from
the second semiphrase in parallel with a sparkling accellerando and rubato until the end
of the period. Right after, in (A'2) sound and vibrato are very angry (quick speed and
narrow range in bars 113-114-115 / 2.42-2.45 min.) to react against the melancholic
previous feeling, but making use of the focal point bars 119-120 note E, suddenly
slowing down vibrato, in the next grazioso vibrato and tempo are very slow and
hopeless, almost no vibrato to create a lifeless sound.
The whole section B' is the falling back on an intimate sound and resonance or no
vibrato.
Itzhak Perlman (Tel Aviv 1945), Israelian, born from Polish parents emigrated to
Palestine in the middle of 1930s, he emigrated with his family to NY. 33.
10 - AUDIO Itzhak Perlman, Liebesleid, CD Greatest Hits volume II 1976 Warner
Classics - Digital Remastering 1995 Warner Classics, in duo with pianist Samuel
Sanders.
Liebesleid, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ofQfRMpm7Ks
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Perlman is a violinist known for the resonance of his warm and full vibrato that he
changes in several combinations of range and speed, considering vibrato the most
important tool to characterize different atmospheres in the score. He shows a great
ability to modify the different vibrato components within the same phrase and also in the
same note. Perlman’s Liebesleid often presents two distinguished and contrasting
semiphrases in which vibrato is changed to vary two elements one alongside the other.
. = 56 / poco meno mosso

. = 54-56

In A, the first period (A1) begins in a charming attitude, as Kreisler’s younger
performance, but in a faster tempo with an energic medium fast and narrow vibrato.
Immediately, the second semiphrase vibrato changes and becomes slightly slower and
wider (note E bar 8 is very expressive). The end is still with a brilliant vibrato. In (A2)
there aren’t significant changes but the whole period is more legato and with a slower
and wider vibrato, on the wave of younger Kreisler’s atmosphere. In (A3), in focal point
bars 39-40 (0.44-0.46 min.) on note E he slows down and widens vibrato in the written
diminuendo. In (A4), the focal point in bars 53-54-55-56, he widens vibrato and on note
E (bars 55-56) he begins fastening the vibrato as if in a crescendo before slowing it
down at the end of the note, searching for a nostalgic sound (1.01-1.04 min.). As
pointed out by Leech-Wilkinson, Perlman uses a “hairpin vibrato on the main melody
notes, especially in the slow movement, which tend at the most expressive moments to
be matched to dynamic hairpins.” 34.
At the end of the period, he plays with in the ritardando.
In B, (B1) he uses the hairpin vibrato on long notes and vibrato remains constant during
the section; in (B2), focal point bar 83, he underlines the accent on note D with a faster
vibrato (like Kreisler, the other players don’t pay too much attention on this note); the
second semiphrase is played with less vibrato, just a resonance vibrato, and more
piano. The period ends with a ritardando and a small diminuendo.
In A', (A'1) there’s a variety between the cantabile legato with a large and wide vibrato
at the beginning and the shimmering fast vibrato on the short notes (dotted and
sixteenth notes) at the end of the period. (A'2) Perlman shows two different ways to slow
vibrato: the first one, on note G (bar 115-116) and the second, in a more relevant way,
on note E focal point bar 119-120. The grazioso starts in an energic vibrato. Perlman
chooses a personal hairpin vibrato – no one of the other selected players does it – from
bar 125 to whole bar 126 (2.24-2.25 min.).
In B' (B'1), after a very long fermata with a slow vibrato, in the whole section vibrato is
generally slow and relaxed; in (B'2), in the coda, the accents are emphasised on the
repetition of the same rhythmical elements that slowly shuffle.

Shlomo Mintz (Moscow 1957), violinist and conductor, emigrated with his family to
Israel in 1959. 35.
11- VIDEO Shlomo Mintz, Liebesleid, orchestral version, Wiener Philarmoniker,
conductor Zubin Mehta, 1993.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QQOc2NGe-0
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Thanks to the audio-video recording it is possible to appreciate the extent variability of
the fingers on the strings and the vibrato direction: in some notes, depending on the
finger used, vibrato seems to be towards the sharp side of pitch (above), in others the
flat side of the pitch. He uses a continuous vibrato in which there is a latency time
between the start of the note and the beginning of the vibrato with a fast impulse to
make it grow. This Liebesleid version is very similar to the Kreisler’s interpretative
choices, using a finger-arm vibrato, generally fullbodied and very wide, leaving the
fingers free to follow the waving movement of the hand.
. = 50 / poco meno mosso

. = 46-48

In A, first period, (A1) the main feature is vibrato that starts with the impulse after the
beginning of the note (ex. note F in bar 4, 0.24 min.) In (A2) vibrato is more relevant with
a more powerful sound (slight diminuendo on bars 21-22, Kreisler’s style). In (A3) in
focal point bars 39-40 vibrato is slightly slowed down on note E but it finishes the period
with its medium average. In (A4), vibrato doesn’t change in a significant way. Mintz
produces colours thanks to the variations of dynamics and different contact points of the
bow.
In B, the whole section is characterized most of all by sound dynamics and the same
use of vibrato.
In A', the reprise of the main theme (A'1) is played with a very intense sound and a
brilliant vibrato as expressive tool, creating a different more passionate atmosphere. In
(A'2) vibrato has the same range but it becomes faster until focal point bars 119-120 on
note E when it slows down in a very expressive way and rallentando (2.52-2.55 min.).
In B' (B'1) vibrato is very wide and relaxed and in (B'2) it becomes faster and more
resonant giving an optimistic and tender final mood.

Ivry Gitlis (Haifa 1922) musician, actor and philosopher, Israelian naturalized French
citizen. 36.
12 – AUDIO Ivry Gitlis, Liebesleid, AUDIO CD Ivry Gitlis Portrait DECCA 2014 in duo
with pianist Shigeo Neriki, EMI Music Japan 1985.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRre2HG2jLk
This Liebesleid recording version has been chosen for its better sound quality,
considering that the composition is very close to Gitlis’s sensibility. He has been playing
Liebesleid in several recitals and as encore in live concerts, in particular in recent years,
for
example
in
duo
with
pianist
Martha
Argerich
in
2011.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVuG4p0-57U
Gitlis employs different kinds of sound, using the contrast between a very resounding
and fast vibrato, that most of the time starts with an accent/impulse after the beginning
of the note, and no vibrato or almost a resonance vibrato in piano or pianissimo range.
He chooses, more than the other interpreters, open strings and flajolet to vary the
quality of sound and make differences between vibrated and non vibrated notes.
. = 48/ poco meno mosso

. = 46-48
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In A, first period, (A1) the first note A bar 1 is an open string (listen to the accented
vibrato particularly on notes E bar 2, F bar 4, the long note D in bar 12 0.18 min). In (A2)
he creates a variation with the beginning with a slower tempo contrasting with an
emphasised vibrato that imediately relaxes. In (A3) he doesn’t make a great difference
between the two semiphrases, using a wide and slower vibrato in both of them, using a
rallentando on focal point bars 39-40 to further slow down vibrato. The grazioso
alternates a fragile vibrato with no vibrato. In (A4), vibrato is softer and slower and in
focal point bars 55-56 on note E there’s a great diminuendo followed by vibrato change
becoming even slower (1.19-1.23), ending the period with a great rallentando until 1.35
min.
In B, (B1) the first semiphrase begins with a lag time and the flow goes on more fluently
right away from the second semiphrase, using the same contrast between very vibrated
notes, fast and medium wide (ex. note C♯ bar 71, 1.47-1.48 min.), and notes with
resonance vibrato (ex. long note D bar 67-68, 1.41-1.43 min.). In (B2) the sound is very
legato and vibrato is much faster, adapting to the chosen faster tempo. Vibrato relaxes
slowing down towards a resonance vibrato in rallentando.
In A' (A'1) the main theme resumes slower and with absolutely no vibrato until bar 102
where Gitlis starts with his usual faste and wide vibrato. The section (A'2) begins with a
very resonant sound and no vibrato that change in the second semiphrase with a
medium wide vibrato, arriving to the focal point bars 119-120 where vibrato slows down
till the grazioso alternating no vibrato, insisting on penetrating fixed notes, with a small
wide vibrato.
In B' (B'1) repeats the main character with static notes (ex. note D bar 131, note C♯ bar
137, note A bar 143 open string) and vibrating long notes (ex. C♯ bar 135, note B bar
139, note B bar 141). (B'2) has a very energic vibrato, getting sweeter from the second
semi-phrase introducing also expressive portamentos (note G♯ bar 150, C♯ bar 151, F♯
bar 154, B bar 155) and from note A bar 156 he uses open strings and no vibrato for the
following notes. In the coda, vibrato is fading and flows in the final fast trill.

DISCUSSION
The vibrato perception is to be contextualized, since there are influential limiting
elements that can modify a listener’s insight when analysing a recorded
performance.

1- Level of musical skill.
Non professional auditors (non-musicians) can notice great differences in vibrato’s
qualities, but musicians (and in this research, a professional violinist) could notice and
describe in more precise detail subtle parameter differences.
2- The quality of the audio/video recordings.
In some cases (as noted above), it was possible that false perceptions of different
vibrato could be formed as a consequence of low-quality recordings.
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3- The violin used for the recording.
Some violins, such as Stradivari, with a brighter sound quality, generally need a more
energic vibrato; others, such as Guarneri, with a deeper sound, require a calmer vibrato
to sound better (see Kogan analysis).
4- The strings used.
Different strings could modify the kind of vibrato and its perception. Gut strings need
less finger vibrato because they vibrate more than strings in gold, silver or synthetic
material.
5- The choice of metronomic tempo.
A faster tempo implies the perception of an average faster vibrato.
6- The use of rubato.
According to research conducted on the perception of timing perturbations, rubato is
scarcely perceived by the listener in conventional locations, such as phrase-ends.
That’s why also vibrato’s perception is affected.
7- The use of portamento/glissando.
Vibrato on the note that comes after a portamento is not perceived at first.
The results illustrate how vibrato can be considered an important means of expression
thanks to immediately recognisable variations that make vibrato so effective.
A vibrato variation denotes emotive and atmospheric changes and, at the highest
performance levels, can make the performer’s intentions more engaging. Vibrato is
different from one interpreter to another, and violinists typically employ changes in
vibrato for different effects when playing similar or equal sections repeatedly in the
score, for instance, playing against listeneres’ expectations. There are kinds of vibrato
that affect listeners deeply and emotionally. This research suggests that the most
interesting performers compared with Kreisler’s own vibrato in multiple recordings were
Kogan, for his warm vibrato quality, changing vibrato in expressive climaxes and in
change of tempo; Kremer for his variety, exploring the whole vibrato range; Perlman for
his attitude to mix an hairpin vibrato, within the same note, with a continuous vibrato,
finely varying the different parameters in several combinations of range and speed used
as an expressive device.
CONCLUSION
The aural analysis highlights that vibrato variation is clearly identified and recognisable
by the professional listener, both in the speed change (especially in the rallentando) and
in the amplitude change. The study opens further questions about a possible
comparison between empirical acoustic evaluations and scientific measurements.
This could be possible using the digital program Sonic Visualiser Analysis, comparing
and confirming empirically, or not, the perceptual impressions.
The analytic study is certainly relevant for professionals and students to finely
appreciate different choices of expressive vibrato, using them in their own
performances.
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NOTES
1. See Hurwitz, D. (2012), p. 4.
2. See Brown, C. (1995), p. 521.
3. For further studies on the history and development of violin vibrato, see Calitz, W. C.
(2009), p.18-23; Porta, E. (2000), pp. 276-278.
4. See Norrington, R. (2004), pp. 2-5.
5. See Porta, E. (2000), pp. 27-30.
6. See Spohr, L. (1832), p. 175.
7. See Wilken Craill Calitz (2009), p. 21.
8. See Borer, P. (2003), vox Paganini, Niccolò, p. 86.
9. See Borer, P. (2003), vox Guhr, Karl, p. 121.
10. See Silvela, Z. (2001), p. 123.
11. See Silvela, Z. (2001), pp. 132.
12. See Silvela, Z. (2001), pp. 100-102.
13. See Wilken Craill Calitz (2009), p. 23. Flesh, C. (1930). Artistic Realization and
Instruction, in The Art of Violin Playing, II. New York: Carl Fisher.
14. See Silvela, Z. (2001), p. 104.
15. The letter is preserved in Archive of University of Arts in Berlin, Hochschule für
Musik und Darstellende Kunst. See Rhode, H. (2018).
16. See Silvela (2001), p. 123; Auer, L. (1960).
17. See Clericetti, G. (2007), p. 30.
18. See Seashore, C. (1937). For further analysis on vibrato’s definition over time, see
Sundberg, (1994).
19. See Timmers, R., Desain, P. (2000) p. 1
20. See Schlapp, M. (1973). https://doi.org/10.1113/expphysiol.1973.sp002229
21. See Borer, P. (2003), vox Ricci, Ruggiero, p. 86.
22. See Borer, P. (2003), vox Fracht, J. Albert, p. 84.
23. See Molkhou, J-M. (2011), pp. 23-28; See Silvela, Z. (2001), pp. ; See Biancolli, A.
(1998); See Füri, T. (2009), pp. 22-29; See Martens, F.H. (2006), pp. 60-66; See
Schwarz, B. (1983), pp. 294-308; See Schilirò, A. (1986), IV, pp. 192-193; See
Roth, H. (1997), pp. 34-47. See Olin, H. M. (1973). Scheidemantle C. R. (1999).
See https://www.allmusic.com/artist/fritz-kreisler-mn0000757095
24. See Biancolli, A. (1998), p. 60.
25. See Biancolli, A. (1998), p. 61.
26. See Perlman interview https://youtu.be/SodZCoSBIR0
27. See Borer, P. (2003), p. 83.
28. See Molkhou, J-M. (2011), pp. 152-159; See Silvela, Z. (2001), pp. 247-248.
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/david-oistrakh-mn0002309592
29. See Molkhou, J-M. (2011), pp. 217-221; See Silvela, Z. (2001), pp. 255-256.
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/arthur-grumiaux-mn0000167073
30. See Molkhou, J-M. (2011), pp. 125-129; See Silvela, Z. (2001), p. 242-244.
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/zino-francescatti-mn0000169950
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31. See Molkhou, J-M. (2011), pp. 238-241.
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/leonid-kogan-mn0001164602
32. See Molkhou, J-M. (2011), pp. 312-317.
33. See Molkhou, J-M. (2011), pp. 296-302; See Silvela, Z. (2001), pp. 262-263. See
Leech-Wilkinson, D. (2009), chapter 5, paragraph 31.
www.charm.kcl.ac.uk/studies/chapters/chap1.html.
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/itzhak-perlman-mn0000922859
34. See Leech-Wilkinson, D. (2009), chapter 5, paragraph 31.
www.charm.kcl.ac.uk/studies/chapters/chap1.html.
35. See Molkhou, J-M. (2014), pp. 79-87.
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/shlomo-mintz-mn0000745606
36. See Molkhou, J-M. (2011), pp. 222-227.
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/ivry-gitlis-mn0000101123
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